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The Shulchan Aruch [Orach Chayim 631:3] records the 
requirement that one might see the stars through the 
s’chach, ensuring that the covering is not too thick.  The 
symbolism of this is to remind us that our existence in this 
world is transient and all that we do must be directed to that 
which is lem’alo – the celestial world of Hashem.  
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The coinage of the brocho recited over the arba minim assigns special, symbolic 

status to the lulav as the representative of all four species.  This seems somewhat 

at odds with the words of Chazal, who speak of the esrog has having both ta’am 

(taste) and rei’ach (smell), which allude to Torah learning and mitzvah 

observance, respectively.  Surely, the esrog should be the species to enjoy 

delegate status on behalf of its compatriots in the mitzvah, as both qualities are 

present only in it?  The previous Bostoner Rebbe, HaRav Levi Yitzchok Horowitz 

derives a striking answer from the figurative depiction of ta’am and rei’ach as 

Torah and mitzvos.  The lulav has bound close to it the arovos (willow), the latter 

having neither taste nor smell, either Torah nor mitzvos.  Despite these 

shortcomings, the lulav embraces the arovos, its inferior companions.  It is this 

very quality that earns for the lulav the right to be specified in the brocho.  The 

Rebbe goes on to note that a similar concept is derived from the mitzvah of 

sukkah.  Whether one lives in the smallest flat or the grandest of mansions, all 

Jews are required to leave their homes and to dwell in the temporary structure 

with only s’chach for protection.  This universal leveller, whatever one’s physical 

or spiritual madreigo (level), further emphasises the need to be mekarev (bring 

closer) those who are not yet observant, whilst strengthening our own learning 

and mitzvah observance. 
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It is written in the sefer Sha’arei Teshuvo, quoting the mekubolim (masters of kabboloh), that one should increase the amount of 

one’s charitable donations on erev Sukkos.  The sefer Iyunei Chayim offers an explanation in the name of Rav Kasriel Dovid Kaplin 

that the connection is attributable to the fact that the gematria (composite numerical value of each of the letters) of the word 

sukkah is comparable to that for the word tzedokoh (charity).  Given that the gematria of sukkah is ninety-one and the gematria of 

tzedokoh is one hundred and ninety-nine, this explanation needs some analysis.  The elucidation comes from Kedushas Tzion of 

Bobov, who begins by describing the minimum shiur (size) of a kosher sukkah.  There must be two full walls of no fewer than seven 

tefochim (handbreadth measurement), with a third of at least one tefach.  The minimum height requirement is ten tefochim.  Thus 

far, the calculation amounts to two walls of seventy tefochim squared with the additional ten tefochim third wall, making one 

hundred and fifty tefochim squared.  To this one must add the minimum size of s’chach, a further seven by seven tefochim … page 2 

 



 
 וידבר משה את מועדי ד׳

ל בני ישראלא   

At this time of z’man simchoseinu, we 
commemorate the supreme joy that accompanied 

the Simchas Beis HaShoeivo (water-drawing 
ceremony) that took place in the Beis Hamikdosh.  The 
name itself requires explanation, given that it was the 

act of pouring the water onto the mizbe’ach (altar) 
that was the crucial event.  The answer is that when a 
person performs a mitzvah or some other good deed, 

its virtuousness is clear.  However, the path one treads 
in preparation for the performance of the 

mitzvah/good deed is fundamental to its ultimate 
quality.  Thus, the drawing of the water for the 

Temple ceremony with appropriate simchah and 
positive atmosphere contributed significantly 
to the proper performance of the mitzvah of 
pouring the water on the mizbe’ach.  We do 

well to remember how important the 
preparatory acts are for each and 

every mitzvah that we do. 
 

Kovetz Toras HaLevi’im 

 
 

The Gemoro in Maseches Sukkah [2a] states, “All seven days, go out 
from the fixed abode (keva) and dwell in the temporary abode 
(arai)”.  Rav Tzodok HaKohein of Lublin questions this, pointing out 
that reference to all seven days is sup erfluous, because 
everyone knows that the yomtov of Sukkos lasts for this length of 
time.  Indeed, Rav Tzodok also notes that the instruction to leave 
one’s permanent dwelling is equally redundant, given that it is 
implicit in the command to dwell in a temporary structure.  To 
answer this, Rav Tzodok compares the temporary sukkah and its 
fixed counterpart, one’s home, with Shabbos, which is considered 
arai (temporary) when compared with the six days of the working 
week.  The Gemoro provides two reasons for the mitzvah of sukkah 
– as a remembrance of the physical sukkos built by Bnei Yisroel as 
well as to recall the ananei hakovod (the clouds of glory) with which 
Hashem surrounded them in the desert.  Here too, the ananei 
hakovod can be considered as conceptually aria, as they were 
manifest only within those specific circumstances, unlike the 
common phenomenon of real huts, representing keva (permanent).  
When it comes to Shabbos Chol HaMoed, we draw strength from 
all three ‘temporary’ concepts, being the sukkah, the ananei 
hakovod and Shabbos which symbolise ruchni’us (spirituality).  The 
permanent counterparts epitomise, in turn, gashmi’us (the 
physical/material aspects of the world).  This, says Rav Tzodok, 
explains the ostensibly unessential words found in our opening 
statement of the Gemoro.  There has to be an exiting from the diras 
keva, that is from material matters in order to achieve an entry into 
the diras arai of spirituality.  He adds that the phrase “all seven 
days” teaches us that each of the days of Sukkos has the special 
spiritual quality of arai associated with Shabbos, providing greater 
opportunity for elevating ourselves throughout the yomtov. 

 

… making a sub-total of one hundred and ninety-nine 
tefochim squared, thereby achieving an equivalence with 
the numerical value of the word tzedokoh.  However, this 
analysis continues in that the floor of the sukkah also has 
kedushoh (a holy status) during yomtov and one can 
therefore add a further forty-nine tefochim squared, 
which now equates to the two hundred and forty-eight 
limbs of a person.  This hints at the special quality of the 
mitzvah of sukkah whereby one immerses one’s entire 
being within its physical and spiritual environment.  The 
first Bostoner Rebbe, HaRav Pinchas Dovid Horowitz, 
offers an additional insight.  Chazal tell us that shkulo 
mitzvas sukkah keneged kol mitsvas shebatorah – the 
value of the mitzvah of sukkah is comparable to all of the 
commandments in the Torah.  The Rebbe explains, as we 
elucidated above, that the minimum size of a sukkah, 
including s’chach and floor, is two hundred and forty-
eight tefochim squared.  This number also represents the 
number of positive mitzvos in the Torah.  To satisfy the 
previously mentioned adage of Chazal, we must find at 
least an allusion to the three hundred and sixty-five 
restrictive commandments.  In reality, this poses no 
challenge.  The Rebbe emphasises how when one sits in 
one’s sukkah, active in positive mitzvos and absorbing the 
rarefied surroundings, any inclination to engage in 
conduct that would breach a restrictive commandment is 
completely suppressed.  Adding one’s abstention from 
any forbidden conduct, therefore, yields observance of all 
six hundred and thirteen mitzvos in the Torah, satisfying 
Chazal’s dictum. 
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כל שבעת הימים צא מדירת קבע ושב 
 בדירת עראי

 

 


